DIAL 702 FOR JPS

ALL JPS HEALTH NETWORK PHONE NUMBERS NOW BEGIN WITH 817-702.
BE SURE TO CHANGE ALL YOUR JPS PHONE NUMBERS.

All JPS Health Network phone numbers now begin with 817-702...

24-Hour Nurse Advice 1100  JPS Connection 1001
Help Line — JPS Health Centers 1100  Medical Records 1011
Behavioral Health Services 3100  MyChart Help Desk 2478
Cardiology Clinic 6926  Patient Billing 6704
Center for Cancer Care 8300  Patient Experience 1333
Hospital Operator 3431  Prescription Refills 3531
Medicine Specialty Clinics 8400
Surgery Specialty Clinics 3000

Save these JPS phone numbers in your address book. August, 2016, old phone numbers will not forward.